Chapter 3

Methodology of research

This chapter describes research methodology and consists of five contents they are: method of research, approach, source of the data, technique of collecting data and technique of analyzing the data.

Method of the Study

The library research applied to support the struggle of life main character in Oliver Twist movie, collecting some data and information needed from the relevant books or other resources. Then reading and comprehending the data, make some notes until making conclusion. Semi as cited in Suling (2012), library research is a method of doing a research in a working room or library, where the needed data and information about the subject matter are required through books or other audiovisual means. Library research is done to collect the data by finding some books related to the research as references (p.20).

The Approach

Structural approach

In the direction of analyze the main character in Oliver Twist movie, this research use structural approach and structuralism genetic approach. Teeuw (1983) in Pradopo (2002) briefly state structural analysis is main priority to analyze literary works before others, he strongly believe that without structural approach the intrinsic value can’t be found, structural analysis has purpose to break in and explain clearly the correlation all the elements of literary works and together deliver the truth purpose (p 71). This research use structural approach to figure out the
character in movie based on the correlation with elements in literary works such as theme, plot, setting and point of view.

**Genetic Structuralism**

According to Teeuw (1984) This approach is developed by sociologist from French called Lucien Goldmann, he assumes that in order to analyze the literary works the researcher must start with analyze the structure of literary works, he explain that every literary works its necessary to have structure significance. Structure represent world vision (vision du monde) writer not only as the individual but writer is the society and based on visual du monde the researcher can distinguish data and social situation it means that in literary works can understand the happen and source (p 52).

Genetic structuralism is theory which present method of analyze data. This theory is part of sociology literary research; genetic structuralism theory focuses on sociology text and sociology of the author. The Research with genetic structuralism always connecting between literary works, author as the creator and society who support the author in compose the works. Literary works actually based from society life, in status configuration and role made from social structure and independently receives the social effects, Sitepu (2009 p50).

Damono in Sitepu (2009 p54) state that genetic structuralism as the sociology research has four characteristics. Fist, main focus of Genetic structure is unity or totality. Totality became more important than other parts, the goal of Genetic structure is correlation between parts unity become totality. Second, genetic structuralism is not only analyzed in the surface but more deeply about that. Third, Genetic structure is synchronic analyze not chronic analyze. And last, Genetic structure believes about changes part law not causality.
In direction to analyze moral value with the genetic structuralism approach, first thing must early do is categorizing the part and elements to get the totality of the movie; this is focused on interaction and conversation through the characters in the movie. Next to get the moral value of the movie, the researcher must correlate the structure movie with the background of the author.

**Source of the data**

Source of the data of this research is Oliver twist movie and the data is the conversation and actions of all the characters that reflecting in the movie that describe about moral value in Oliver twist movie.

**Technique of Collecting the Data**

To collect the data, this research use library research to gather information that relates with the movie such as articles, journals, and other studies about analysis movie. Then the researcher identifies every scene of movie that contains moral value by the conversation and action of the characters in Oliver Twist movie. After identify, the next step is categorizing the value to be positive and negative value.

**Technique of analyzing the Data**

In technique of analyzing the data, the researcher will analyze that have been collected through identifying categorizing in previous step. They are; first, figure out moral value in Oliver Twist Movie; then classification the moral based on the positive and negative value with structural and genetic structuralism method and last is describing the moral value of the movie that have been analyzed by conversation and action of all the characters in Oliver Twist movie.